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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Downside is path of least resistance given developments elsewhere 

USD Risks are for higher dots, which would keep USD firm 

JPY JPY lift from firmer policy in doubt. JPY to remain under pressure  

GBP BoE on hold but limited sense of urgency to cut. Mild upside bias.   

 
Overnight comment – JPY remains under pressure post BoJ move   

The S&P closed at a fresh high. Asian equities were mixed, Most moves in the Asian equity session 
were modest ahead of the upcoming central bank moves starting with the FOMC meeting this 
evening. Chinese shares pushed mildly higher as the country’s banks left benchmark lending rates 
unchanged. US equity futures were a touch lower. USTs trading was closed with Japan out on 
holiday. The DXY index was flattish. While Japanese financial markets were closed for Vernal 
Equinox Day, the yen continued to slide. USD/JPY briefly pushed up above 151.50. EUR/JPY 
pushed above 164.70 to its highest since 2008. The yen remains on the back foot partially as a 
result of actions elsewhere and partially as a result of media speculation that the BoJ is done hiking 
– a view that we disagree with. In his post-meeting press conference yesterday BoJ Governor Ueda 
underscored that policy would remain loose. Even in the wake of the move the policy rate in Japan 
remains the lowest in the G10 by some margin. Ueda offered up little on future hikes. We expect a 
mild hiking cycle and see the lower bound of the policy range at 0.2% by end FY24, with a weak yen 
adding to the hiking risks as it will add to upside inflation pressure via higher import costs. There 
were two dissenters to the hiking decision which also suggests a mildly dovish bias for the BoJ, 
although we doubt that they will have much influence on policy going forward. We note that former 
top FX official at MoF Sakakibara aka “Mr Yen” suggested MoF intervention was likely in the 155~160 
range. Now that Japan is finally on a hiking path one could argue a softer currency is less “in line 
with fundamentals” .  
 
It was a quiet start in Europe. The eurozone focus is on the ECB conference in Frankfurt. EUR/USD 
sits around 1.0870. In the UK February Headline CPI was a little softer than expected at 3.4%, as 
was core at 4.5%YoY. However, services CPI was a little firmer than expected at 6.1%YoY, 
tempering the market impact. We see limited impact on the Thursday’s BoE decision. GBP/USD 
initially dipped in the wake of the report but soon recovered to around 1.2715.       

                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – CPI (%YoY, Feb) 3.5/4.0 

EZ – Consumer confidence (DI, Mar) -15.0/-15.5 

US – FOMC meeting (%, mid) 5.375 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. March Eurozone consumer confidence is due. It is little changed since last summer. There 
is also a heavy roster of ECB speakers today including Lagarde, Lane and Schnabel at the ECB 
Watchers’ Conference. Recent commentary has titled heavily towards June as the first policy easing.   
 
US. The FOMC meeting is not expected to see any policy change. Nonetheless, with new forecasts 
and a new Dot Plot due, as well as an expected discussion on the balance sheet the meeting is not 
without interest as the Fed gropes for the confidence that inflation is coming back to target in the 
medium term. Recent price data have not been helpful in this search for confidence and there is 
some evidence that inflation is bottoming out well above the Fed’s 2.0% target. The Dot Plot seems 
most likely to show 3 cuts this year but the risks are skewed towards just 2 cuts. The Fed is also set 
to come with new forecasts. These are likely to show firmer GDP growth in the wake of recent 
developments. 2024 unemployment may be nudged lower too, although any changes seem likely to 
be marginal. The core PCE inflation forecast is a little more uncertain as the inflation data have 
initially come in lower and more recently come in higher. This probably leaves the 2024 core PCE 
forecast little changed but with an upside bias. The statement will also be of interest as it may detail 
what the Fed needs to see to be more confident that inflation is on track to hit the 2.0% target. On 
the balance sheet, a number of officials have made comments on this front of late.                

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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